Binaural timing information in electric hearing at low rates: Effects of inaccurate encoding and loudness.
Stimulation strategies for cochlear implants potentially impose timing limitations that may hinder the correct encoding and representation of interaural time differences (ITDs) in realistic bilateral signals. This study aimed to specify the tolerable room for inaccurate encoding of ITDs at low rates by investigating the perceptual degradation due to the removal of individual pulses at various levels of loudness. Unmodulated, 100-pulses-per-second pulse trains were presented at a single, interaurally pitch-matched electrode pair. In experiment I, ITD thresholds were measured applying different degrees of bilateral, interaurally-uncorrelated pulse removal. The ITD sensitivity deteriorated with increasing degree of pulse removal, with significant deterioration for degrees of 16% or greater. In experiment II, the interaction between loudness and pulse removal was investigated. Louder stimuli yielded better ITD sensitivity, however, no further improvement was found for stimuli louder than "medium." When removing 8% of the pulses, the ITD sensitivity deteriorated significantly across the entire loudness range tested. A loudness-induced compensation for the deterioration of ITD sensitivity due to pulse removal seems to be feasible for soft stimuli but not for medium or loud stimuli. Overall, our findings suggest that the degree of pulse removal employed in low-rate channels within coding strategies should not exceed 8%.